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Laurie Nell (00:00): 

Hello there. My name is Lawrence Nell and I'm an associate lecturer with the triple credited Open 
University Business School. I'm delighted to welcome you to today's podcast from The Open University, 
together with Datactics, a Belfast based specialist in the development of business user focused data 
quality and matching technology. Where we will be exploring how skills in Northern Ireland's tech sector 
can be enhanced. I'm delighted to be joined today by Matt Flenley, head of marketing at Datactics. Dr. 
Lynsey Quinn, senior skills and partnerships manager with The Open University in Ireland, who leads on 
skill development programmes; and Simon Tindall, head of skills and innovation in the business 
development unit at The Open University. You are all very, very welcome. 

Laurie Nell (00:50): 

Matt, to start with you, could you perhaps tell us a little bit about yourself? How did you end up as head 
of marketing at Datactics? 

Matt Flenley (01:00): 

Thanks Laurie. Well, my career path is a bit of a funny one. Though, I guess many might say that about 
their own careers. I, for example, look at my brother who did a law degree and is now a partner in his 
law firm and think, well, maybe people do have regular career paths after all. But for me, my path was a 
transportation design degree in Northumbria University of Newcastle. Did a bit of freelance design work 
before I spent a decade in banking and finance, and then moved across to run marketing at a then 15 or 
16 person start up being Datactics. And we're now 60 person data quality software firm. I don't think it's 
how I imagined it would look in terms of my career over that time, but equally I'm not sure I would 
change anything other than perhaps I might take more risks. 

Laurie Nell (01:58): 

Well, talking of people's careers and people's development, how does Datactics view the current skill 
situation in Northern Ireland? 

Matt Flenley (02:08): 

The situation at the moment is very intriguing. We're at a bizarre moment in time where I think there's a 
tacit acknowledgement we are under-skilled as an economy, and there's an abundance of jobs. We have 
a real shortage of talent, not just in computing and IT, but across a whole range of professional services 
type roles. 

Matt Flenley (02:35): 

Typically where firms, where banks, where big enterprises would've leaned on people like PwC, Deloitte, 
et cetera, those firms themselves are equally finding that they have a massive demand for people and 
not enough people to be able to plug that gap with the right sets of skills. It suggests really that whole 
supply demand process has somehow become skewed when it comes to human talent. But perhaps also 
it's reflective of the rate of technological change over the past 10 years. And particularly, something we 
are interested in, which is the advent of production machine learning and AI. When you look at the 
economy locally, I was looking it up and last year over a hundred million pounds was invested in the tech 
sector in Northern Ireland, which was a record. Which indicates there is an abundance of ideas, and 
energies, and good businesses that are going to thrive. And we need people with the right skills to be 
able to plug those gaps. 
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Matt Flenley (03:45): 

For us, one of the things that we like to do is partner with institutions like The Open University and our 
local universities and FE colleges, which will help train people into roles that will build on that, reflect on 
that investment trend. Currently, we have a couple of people who are studying with, with the OU 
who've got Aaron and Connell in our customer success team. Tanya, who's currently on maternity leave 
from my team; she's recently graduated. Shauna who's one of our senior data engineers, she also 
graduated from the OU and then one of our project managers, Laura started out with the OU, and then 
transitioned over to Ulster University as part of an apprenticeship scheme. 

Matt Flenley (04:32): 

So our view is very much that while there is a talent and skill shortage, there are definite ways of going 
about it that will help us to plug the roles that we need and access the talent we need, and frame it in 
the context of the skills that we need for our company to survive and thrive, I suppose, is more 
important. 

Laurie Nell (04:55): 

Well, given the broader picture you described there, what do you believe should be the key focus areas 
for those seeking to develop their skills? 

Matt Flenley (05:06): 

Partly in the technology side of things, we are thinking about computer sciences. We're thinking about, 
the hardcore coding type roles. But also the reality of the technology market right now is of business 
users who are able to perform significantly heavy technological functions. Thanks to the advent of 
what's called low or no code technology. The idea that as a subject matter expert, when I know what my 
business area is when I understand data, certainly where we are concerned, but I can't code; well there's 
been a vast array of companies that have reached in and plugged that gap to enable people to use 
things like drag and drop displays, rather than having to code things. To be able to make sense of the 
information they have at their hands. So being able to skill people up in sort of data science type roles, 
which aren't necessarily coding is a significant thing. 

Matt Flenley (06:07): 

We also see alongside that the ability to grow skills that are soft skills. And I don't just mean in terms of 
negotiation, and how we manage one another, et cetera. It's actually, it's probably more than that. It's 
around the reasoning and the analytical skill that people need to be able to question why somethings 
occurred. Cause if the machines are able to do an awful lot of the processing that previously people had 
to code, now, our people need to be even more intent on their analytical and reasoning skills. 

Matt Flenley (06:40): 

I have two children one's 11 and one's seven, and we will definitely continue to encourage them to code 
and to learn key building blocks skills in languages like Python. But it's the problem solving, and the 
verbal reasoning skills are needed to be able to sort of develop the knowledge economy further because 
it's what humans are brilliant at. It's that analysis and interpretation side. So the more that people focus 
on those sorts of as, I've called them soft skills, in that sense, the better we'll be because as I say, the 
technology has increased at such a rate that it's less important, ironically enough, at the moment that 
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everybody must be a coder. What we must be able to use and verbally reason with an awful lot of these 
no and low code technology platforms like, like our end. 

Laurie Nell (07:34): 

Matt, we've spoken a little bit already about some of those skill gaps that you see, but also some of the 
steps that you would, Datactics have taken to invest in your people. But thinking also about 
employability more broadly, what does that mean for you? How do you understand and equally, how 
have you addressed employability within Datactics? 

Matt Flenley (07:55): 

So employability to us really is around future proofing. It's around the role of humans in the future work 
environment. We are now in an age, as I say, where technology complements a huge amount of human 
ingenuity. So for us to look at employability, it's being able to understand what's going to make this kind 
of role and this kind of person thrive in the future economy, which is going to be, hugely STEM focused, 
as it currently is, science, technology, engineering, and maths. For us it's also what we sort of align with 
our core values. So it's a combination of ambition and it's passion and integrity. 

Matt Flenley (08:44): 

Developing employability is something that can be done across a wide range of ways. If that's formal 
education, distance learning over a number of years, such as with The Open University, or what we've 
done as well alongside that is run our own academies to support the acquisition of sort of necessary 
technical skills to go alongside the ambition and passion that we see in the people we recruit. 

Matt Flenley (09:10): 

When we look at it, we very often think people qualify themselves out of roles, falsely or accidentally 
because they think, I'm not a coder, I'm not a computer scientist. But the reality is for people who come 
and work with us, a lot of them are maths or engineering or english grads, or students. And they might 
not realise that those skills are hugely prized in IT roles. That's obviously a big focus on our technological 
side, on our data science side. 

Matt Flenley (09:44): 

But for my team, obviously I run marketing; employability also relates to the relevance of the person's 
skillset to the trends and nuances of the market. And a case in point of that is one of my team, before 
we hired him, he runs an Instagram account that shares fabulous photographs of Ireland. People collect 
these, send them in, and he re-shares them. And very often you might get some parents kind of going, 
oh, you're spending all of your time on Instagram. That's not a job. You know, you're not going to be 
able to make a living out of that, but equally the ability to understand what's popular, and the ability to 
be able to share that in a way that's relevant to your market, that is a piece of employability. That is 
something you can take, and you can say, I can position this in a way to help you understand that in the 
context of a business. How to make a business thrive, how to make a charity thrive. 

Matt Flenley (10:41): 

So finding those things outside of just your sort of straight laced, being a business, that allows you to tap 
into things that your people enjoy and then can excel at that. That for me is a big piece of employability. 
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Laurie Nell (10:59): 

Turning now to Dr. Lynsey Quinn of The Open University. Lynsey, The Open University has been working 
with a range of employers to support employability. How does the OU work in particular with local 
businesses and business leaders to enhance employability? 

Lynsey Quinn (11:19): 

The OU in Ireland has developed strong partnerships with employers, including through employer, 
student connections; ranging from career planning, development, developing CVs, preparing for job 
interviews, workshops, and so on. And this has included working with large businesses, SMEs, including 
in the tax sector, as well as the civil service. And this has helped to further enhance the OU's reputation 
with employers. The three key employability skills I spotlight, first of all, would include self leadership. 
People have to increasingly deal with uncertainty, having that real grit and determination. 75% of our 
students work part-time with the average age being 29. For an employer this provides an experienced, 
confident, assertive employee who is very well placed to hit the ground running, contribute to 
performance productivity, and who has a real appetite to learn and progress. And this has never been as 
important. 

Lynsey Quinn (12:36): 

What we are seeing is a need for our workforce to continually gain new skills. This requires flexibility, a 
real positive attitude towards ongoing learning, and a curiosity as Matt had mentioned. Asking why, and 
really good and the right types of questions. We've seen high trends, such as globalisation, changing 
demographics, have changed the skills needed to succeed. And as a result, we increasingly rely more on 
people's unique talents, including business critical skills to help organisations build workforce skills, 
leadership, critical thinking, decision making, and continuous learning. 

Lynsey Quinn (13:23): 

So secondly, for me, then those interpersonal skills, the ability to learn and relearn, and adapt, use 
initiative, business acumen, to make things happen and take advantage of the right opportunities. 

Lynsey Quinn (13:39): 

Finally, Laurie, I would say digital, the COVID 19 crisis accelerated the pace of change, perhaps once 
deemed as a longer term future of work, investments, developments and digital suddenly became key to 
survival. Vital lifelines to living so much of our lives online. Not just through work also to learn. Zoom 
calls were our social go to throughout lockdown for keeping in touch with family friends. And we've seen 
this trend continue since, including how we use critical services. For instance, consultations with our GP, 
managing our banking online. 

Lynsey Quinn (14:23): 

I think this is led to a mind shift change where people are increasingly recognising the importance of 
having the digital skills to study, work, use online public services, get reliable information, and so on. Yet 
they aren't so sure about how or where to go to start looking for this. By studying at the OU, whether it 
be through your core undergrad, postgraduate modules, or micro credentials through Open Learn the 
home of free learning from The Open University. This helps people develop their digital capability 
through the use of our equipment, exploring the benefits of online learning, communicating, 
connecting, and collaborating online, enhancing key transferable skills. At the OU our courses are 
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designed from the outset to be delivered online for maximum engagement. It's what we do. It's all part 
of our learning pedigree. It's in our DNA. At the heart of the OU's employability agenda are industry 
ready graduates. So we are constantly making sure our curriculum ,learning objectives are fit for 
purpose. Reviewing the programmes we offer and our delivery model to maximise students success and 
employability. 

Laurie Nell (15:49): 

Matt building on what Lynsey was saying there, from your experience, what do you believe should be 
the key focus for employers seeking to help their people develop skills? 

Matt Flenley (16:01): 

I think Lynsey is absolutely right. So many of the requirements for the current and future economy are 
going to rely on self leadership, willingness to learn, lifelong learning, and the digital focus. You know, 
those things are critical. I also think that an employer focus on helping people develop their skills is an 
absolute fundamental. We worked with investors and people. We recently got the gold award from 
them, which was fabulous, but it's a gold award on the basis of how you invest in your people. You 
know, it's not just did you win something? So my advice for employers is to say, firstly, focus on helping 
your people to develop their skills. It makes employees so much stickier, if they can see a future for 
themselves, if they can see that there is an opportunity for them to grow. 

Matt Flenley (17:06): 

We look on the basis of providing training allowances for people, whether that's time or a bit of money 
towards a course. Obviously we've already talked about how we work with the OU and with other 
universities to be able to identify people with the drive and the commitment and the desire to learn and 
earn. And we prioritise it. Now, obviously I've half answered your question, because you also mean 
you'd also like to know around specific focus areas. So we've talked a bit about the technological side, 
and I think that is important. I do think that understanding verbal reasoning and understanding analysis 
are fundamentally important, because there is so much, okay we're biassed, it's a data economy, but 
there is so much data out there. And so much of it is unusable within an organization's data framework. 
So when you are dealing with that level of sort of data and technical debt, you need to be able to 
analyse what's there in order to make your company thrive and succeed and win. Which if you're a 
business owner and an employer that has to be sort of rule number one, I would say. 

Laurie Nell (18:21): 

And thinking more broadly then about those skills, elements, and the employability agenda; how 
important is it for a company like Datactics, and probably for the wider tech sector generally, to support 
initiatives for greater female and indeed minority participation in STEM? 

Matt Flenley (18:42): 

It's massively important. I think we've been aware of the need to focus on it for some considerable time. 
Because the default is so easy to repeat. You know, we look at the patterns of a very, very male 
dominated industry. I think PWC had a survey out a couple of years ago, they talked about 13% of roles 
in tech being held by women. And that's unacceptable. There aren't 13% of people on the planet who 
are women. So why do we have a sector which reinforces an outdated bias? So the obligation and the 
onus is on a combination of companies like ours to expect it, to expect balance, to be able to expect in, 
to be set up in such a way as to encourage female and minority participation in STEM. And also on the 
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education side, we worked with Wallace High School recently in Lisburn providing two different sessions 
to their students, looking at AI ethics, which I'll go into in a minute, but also on women in tech, careers 
for women in tech. 

Matt Flenley (20:01): 

And we brought along Fiona Brown, who heads up software development and AI. Sean Leonard, who's a 
senior data engineer. And Adele Copeland, who's one of our developers, to be able to showcase how 
careers in tech, by women who are successful are not only possible, but they are going, they should be 
the norm. When it comes to how we achieve it; as I say, I talked a bit about bias. So the default is so 
often easy to repeat because it's what we've always seen around us. Uber, I happened to notice the 
other day, one of the guys who worked at Uber in the early days discussed how they changed their 
hiring practise. Previously, they'd had an interview panel, interview candidate. The job would've been 
given based on skills, which is completely fine. I have no issue with that. What they decided to do was to 
reinforce a bit of positive bias in the sense that they always ensure that there was a female person 
interviewing as part of the panel. And if the candidate didn't engage or spoke over the female 
interviewer, that would be an automatic reason to not progress them through their process. 

Matt Flenley (21:14): 

Not necessarily advocating this as an approach for companies to adopt. Just saying, it's an interesting 
way of trying to dial out that bias, because previously they realised they had hired a whole load of 
people who probably wouldn't treat women equally. And if your company's full of people who aren't 
going to treat women equally, it's not going to change the way that your company's going to be set up 
into the future. And I think when we, the last point on that is to say, when we look at things like the 
advent of AI and machine learning, et cetera, we have so many cultural biases that are baked in that we 
don't see, and they will continue to be in all of our futures because machines will make decisions based 
on how humans code them, how humans feed them information, which unless we do something about 
the bias in ourselves is just going to perpetuate that bias. So the importance, which was your question, 
how important is it for us and for the wider tech sectors support initiatives for greater female and 
minority participation, it is of prime importance in my opinion. 

Laurie Nell (22:20): 

Okay, thank you., Lynsey, returning to you in recent years both Belfast and Dublin have emerged as 
leading technology hubs. How do you feel The Open University can play a role in addressing skill 
shortages within that sector and better meet the needs of the sector across the island of Ireland? 

Lynsey Quinn (22:42): 

The Open University is the only university that operates fully across the British Irish space. We have 
offices in Edinburgh, Cardiff, and our headquarters in Milton Keynes and closer to home here, offices in 
the heart of Belfast and Dublin. And this allows us to flex our scale to make the requirements of local 
communities and employers. Both Belfast and Dublin were recently placed in leading tech cities of the 
future, evidenced by the increasing number of startups, foreign direct investment. And these businesses 
were of course key in our recovery. Their resilience flourished, and they really rose the challenge. 

Lynsey Quinn (23:25): 

So in this respect, foreign direct investment has anchored tech showcasing Belfast, not only as a place to 
invest work, but reinvest. Dublin remains among the top cities for investment benefiting from foreign 
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direct investment and from many Brexit re-locations. As well as a startup ecosystem that has a 
reputation for being diverse, agile, and accessible. 

Lynsey Quinn (23:55): 

At the OU we've partnered with a range of stakeholders across Ireland. Small businesses, larger 
employers, third sector, governments, both economic development agencies to provide flexible 
opportunities for up-skilling, including and manufacturing, technology, and construction. This is included 
partnering with award-winning SMEs, such Datactics who put their people first, support them to pursue 
their passion, and really bring people together on a personal level. The business has invested, supported 
their staff through OU study, including in areas such as computing, leadership, and management. 

Lynsey Quinn (24:40): 

We are a modular based university. Our modular degrees offer flexibility, choice, and mobility, and 
enable us to be responsive to employer needs through your offering, including a range of computing 
degrees with various specialisms. For instance, a master's in computing specialising in software 
engineering networking. We offer a number of degrees in the computing arena ranging from business 
psychology, degrees in cyber security, data science. Very relevant, given the significant demand for 
computing and statistical expertise. Science, technology, engineering, and MAs commonly known as 
STEM. Our students in Northern Ireland represent just under a third of our overall student population. 

Lynsey Quinn (25:35): 

In computing the number of females has also increased across Ireland. We have also seen an increasing 
and diverse profile of learners studying computing related qualifications. Small business owner 
managers. And this would reflect our vibrant startups scene. People who are after a career change, 
people doing a second degree for instance. 

Lynsey Quinn (26:00): 

And what does this tell us? This indicates that STEM related subjects are getting more diverse appeal 
across sectors and area widely regarded as having some of the biggest gaps and diversity, particularly 
when it comes to gender equality. And this is an area that we continue to build on through our teaching, 
our research, our public outreach and engagement. And a clear message, certainly I have heard coming 
from industry, is a need for leadership capabilities to keep pace with digital. I believe that organisations 
have been strongly reminded of the need to act quick, to build critical capabilities, and go deeper into 
workforce planning. Good talent is even more critical in hard times, especially as career paths become 
much less linear. The OU is a leader in business education. We are ranked in the top 1% of business 
schools globally. And through our leadership and management offering, we are well placed to support 
organisations, drive change, develop high practise workplaces. So leadership is very much a driving 
factor in the success of a business and the age of digital. 

Laurie Nell (27:17): 

Simon Tindall as head of skills and innovation within the business development unit at The Open 
University. Can you perhaps tell us about some of your work and some of the work you've done to help 
businesses to develop their approach to learning and development? 

Simon Tindall (27:34): 
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Sure. So Open University helps organisations across commercial businesses. We do government work, 
we do a lot of third sector work, and the traditional model has always been about up-skilling employees. 
And that traditional model has always been around offering predominantly academic formal 
qualifications, which, and apprenticeships, which we're still doing a bulk of those, we're still doing a lot 
of. What we've seen though is increasingly that need for employers to upscale their workforces with 
basic skills in maths, english, digital, within core skills or soft skills around sort of areas like leadership, 
communication, networking, and equally moving into sort of more focus, short courses and micro 
credentials from anything from particular technical skills, say in IT for example, through to areas like 
enhancing people's overall business capabilities, around things like mentoring or in areas, even things 
like storytelling within a business capacity. 

Simon Tindall (28:56): 

That focus is predominantly on employees. But I think also employers are looking at a wider area where, 
they're looking at other audiences as well. We've just done a project with the Birmingham 
Commonwealth games, which is held this summer, which is really focusing on training volunteers for 
games management. We have done projects with the likes of Michelin Tyres in Scotland, where we're 
really focusing on those people that they're either unfortunately laying off or people are retiring. And 
how do you re-skill them into their next roles. And employers are increasingly taking on responsibility 
for that. We do projects with the likes of Amazon, which are really recognising that a relatively lower 
skilled role say working in the warehouse, those people, they are re-skilling, not necessarily for their 
next role within Amazon, but for their next role outside the business. But obviously whilst they're going 
through that training period, they're still retained by Amazon and working in the warehouse and are 
happy doing that. 

Simon Tindall (30:14): 

We also do projects with the likes of Uber. Where the incentive is either offered to the driver or the 
courier, but they have the option to educate through the programme to educate their family members. 
So it could, the likely scenario where you can have someone driving for Uber when Uber are paying for 
the degree tuition of their spouse, their partner, their child. 

Simon Tindall (30:44): 

So it's not just about up-skilling often. It's more about staff attraction and increasingly in this current 
environment around staff retention as well. How do you offer something other than just, increased 
salary? How do you help people into the next roles, and have significant impact there? And I think also 
it's not just about productivity gains or commercial gains for employers. You know, there is a 
commercial side to this, but there's also a whole big environmental and social impact side of companies 
wanting to give back in different ways and different forms. 

Laurie Nell (31:28): 

You've mentioned quite a few frankly, quite exciting projects there. Are there any examples of the 
impact of some of those specific projects that you're able to mention? 

Simon Tindall (31:38): 

Yeah, I mean, so if you took something like the Uber programme where they are providing degree 
tuition for their drivers and couriers, we've seen something like 5 - 6% of the Uber workforce are now 
participating in that programme. So around 1500 drivers or family members participating. It's one, what 
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it does for Uber is it retains some of their best drivers to drive a certain number of hours per week to 
remain in that high tier, and subsequently benefit from this programme. So it, for Uber, it retains their 
staff. It also generates significant corporate social benefits for them as well. 

Laurie Nell (32:29): 

Okay. Interesting Lynsey, the way that people want to learn is changing, including things like short 
courses that meet shorter term needs and interests. Can you tell us perhaps a little about the micro 
credentials developed by The Open University to meet this demand? 

Lynsey Quinn (32:50): 

Very simply a micro credential is a shorter and shorter type of university level online learning 
experience. They are delivered at degree and postgraduate level, and usually take around 10 to 12 
weeks to complete. They're becoming more popular in education and industry due to their focused and 
flexible delivery. At the OU, we offer a number of micro credentials in core and expanding areas. For 
instance, digital management and leadership, climate change, teacher development, and inclusive 
learning. A number of our micro credentials are industry recognised, endorsed by the Cisco Networking 
Academy, the mental health foundation, for instance. And there are many benefits related to 
undertaking a micro credential for both employers and employees. So current in demand knowledge, 
keeping people up to date in their professions, as they focus on a particular skill or career discipline. 
They make a range of diverse learning styles and preferences contributing to professional growth and 
competency in a particular area. 

Lynsey Quinn (34:08): 

And micro credentials, they also offer a way for learners to explore a new subject, refresh their thinking 
in a practical way and potentially road test a pathway to further study. It's important though, to note 
that micro credentials do not replace our core qualifications, yet they offer an informed choice with 
several start dates scheduled throughout the year. I guess you could say micro credentials offer a steady 
debt of learning and development in a cost effective value for money way. Particularly for micro small 
businesses. The micro credential ecosystem will play a key role in developing the future workforce. And 
as awareness builds with employers, the benefits of micro credentials, the impact for employers, we will 
see micro credentials more commonly listed on CVs, job applications. So there is no light, micro 
credentials will play a significant role in further developing key policy areas, including learning for life. 

Laurie Nell (35:21): 

Simon, given the four nation focused and approach of The Open University. How does the university 
ensure that the curriculum meets the skill needs of various employers, governments, and communities, 
on both current and future needs? 

Simon Tindall (35:39): 

Well, obviously we work with customer groups with direct feedback with requests, with surveying, to 
identify sort of common needs that are happening within the sector. And also our academic research as 
well would feed into that process. But I think it is very much that recognition of one size does not fit all. 
So when we are engaging with organisations on these larger projects, it is very much having a localised 
approach, hence the four nation structure, but really working with those customer groups to actually 
develop a far more localised customer solution. And that's kind of building on some of the common core 
blocks. It could be building on a qualification. It could be building on a set course portfolio. But using 
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things like webinars, like workshops, like mentoring programmes, research to really address those 
particular needs, the particular needs based around sort of the character of the area, the needs of that 
area as well, the local understanding. 

Simon Tindall (36:52): 

And then equally I think the objectives of whatever, a programme may be. Be that through job 
regeneration, getting more people into work, et cetera, etcetera. So for example, we've done, example 
of this, we ran a programme with the government in England, which was really around talking around, 
getting more people to consider cybersecurity as a career. And so we worked with the industry and 
worked with the likes of Cisco to actually identify job seekers who may not have actually considered 
cyber security as a career. They thought it was probably, they didn't have the skill set, and actually 
developed a gamified sort of core structure for them to see if they had the right sort of attributes, the 
right character, that actually then pushed them into working directly with small medium employers in 
the sector to actually do mentoring and to progress them through, to applying and being successful in 
getting entry level qualifications within, or sorry, entry level roles within that industry, or indeed 
following more advanced training programmes in conjunction with those employers. 

Laurie Nell (38:18): 

Well finally, Simon building on what Matt has said, what trends do you think we are seeing and how do 
you think they will impact on people, organisations, and the future of the workforce? 

Simon Tindall (38:32): 

Well, I think the old model, it's the wider model of sort of people's careers. The old model was you went 
to school, you went to university for three or four years. You worked for probably far too many years, 
and then you retired. And that's just, and within that, you probably changed your career maybe once or 
twice, your career direction. That model is just increasingly not applicable to today's younger workers or 
younger students. And, the new model is you may have 4, 5, 6 career shifts or changes. You've got 
employers that are increasingly looking to employ people for jobs in five years time that they may not 
actually exist today. 

Simon Tindall (39:21): 

And so, and at the other end, you've got this work retirement sort of cut off becoming increasingly 
blurred as people work. You know, just as a result of the pandemic, we've seen a lot of plus 50 year old 
workers increasingly pulling back from the employment market and maybe working part-time, or 
running their own businesses or, doing a new career upon reflection. 

Simon Tindall (39:49): 

So in terms of training for that, those changes what that, and I think it aligns to what was already said 
earlier in some of these present, in some of this conversation, is this move away from, or a move 
towards smaller, more modular type training. A move towards what we would call portfolio learning in 
that you are continuing to pick up skills, learning, training, experiences throughout your career, not just 
concentrating all those on the bulk of your career. And so, for an education provider like the OU, that 
increasingly means we will move towards short term, more focused courses like micro credentials and 
short courses, more often looking where, the learner or the person undertaking the course is more 
often looking to gain a certain skill set that gets them to their next job promotion, or gets them into 
their next career. 
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Simon Tindall (40:52): 

And equally, I think it's that recognition of experience being as important as learning. So what I mean by 
that is it's not just people's experience within the workplace that is important. I think it's also people's 
experience within other aspects of their life, be that family, friends, community, because those skill sets 
are increasingly applicable to the workplace. So, people that have maybe come out of the workplace to 
have, bring up a family, it a real challenge for both employers, and for providers is how do you 
encourage those people back into the working environment? Because they can benefit so many things 
and they already have, anyone who's brought up, or managed as a parent with family. My God, they've 
developed a lot of negotiation skills, a lot of communication skills, a lot of mentoring, budgeting, et 
cetera. All of which you need to structure courses and programmes that help people recognise that 
build their own confidence and recognise those existing skillsets already there. Some of it is up-skilling. 
The challenge is also about recognition of existing skill sets as well. 

Laurie Nell (42:16): 

Okay. Some great insights there. Thank you very much for joining us today. And thank you of course, to 
our panel, Matt Flenley, head of marketing at Datactics. Dr. Lynsey Quinn, senior skills and partnerships 
manager at The Open University. And Simon Tindall head of skills and innovation in the business 
development unit at The Open University. 

Laurie Nell (42:39): 

If you're interested in finding out more about The Open University in Northern Ireland, why not take a 
look at our social media channels, you can find out more at open.ac.uk/northern-island. On Twitter at 
OUBelfast; and on Facebook by looking up The Open University NI. Or else you can email Lynsey directly 
on island-business@open.ac.uk. 

Laurie Nell (43:10): 

Thank you very much and have a great day. 
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